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Reclaiming some Moral High Ground
- ethical aspects in nuclear communications

LALN HORE-LACY, Uranium Information Centre, Melbourne

Public communication about nuclear energy needs to relate to the cultural undercurrents which
determine how people perceive the environment. The paper discusses some of these and suggests ways
of responding to them. It also outlines major ethical considerations relevant to uranium mining and
nuclear energy and hence which are relevant to communication about both. Competent discourse about
values is fimdamental.

1. INTRODUCTION

Why would anyone object to nuclear energy? I wonder if we have really spent enough time answering
that question, rather than us simply reacting to particular points raised?

The question is pushed up into high profile by the apparent prima facie assumption of so-called ethical
trusts that uranium mining and nuclear energy should fall outside their criteria, something which
needs challenging. While it may reflect the moral pride and pedantic self-righteousness of particular
interest groups, any challenge to it must avoid the same traits, because we are just as prone to them.

A review of environmentalism and of people's attitudes to nuclear power over the last fifty years is
instructive. But the roots are deeper than that in Western culture. The aesthetic and Romantic
attachment to the green and pleasant land, or to the unspoiled bush, is strong and real, even if it allows
little place for all that sustains our standard of living and ability to enjoy such.

Public communication about nuclear energy needs to start further back that simply addressing the four
topics of radiation, wastes, safety and proliferation. It needs to be tuned to the presuppositions of
identified target groups, as well as being very open.

2. TWO PARADIGMS

A study of the dynamics of the environmental movement as it has matured over the last 30 years from
my perspective (in the kind of industry which has brought us all out of the eaves since Neolithic times)
suggests that there is clearly a tension between two paradigms, whereby the environment is perceived
predominantly as either:
• a physical construct, understood and approached scientifically and rationally, and having

instrumental values, or
• a moral construct, "nature", understood metaphysically and having aesthetic and spiritual values,

which are intrinsic.

There are obviously those who identify with each, and because the second is economically marginalised
and radical, it throws up passionate and committed advocates who feel that they have a monopoly on
ethics. But perhaps most people span both paradigms to some degree. Operationally they
accept the first, but with reservations which make them open to the rhetoric of the second, and seeking
the vicarious satisfaction of some alignment or flirtation with it. Perhaps also they are attracted by a
certain quixotic element associated with it.

Another way of looking at the question is in terms of Maslow's hierarchy, with people's basic needs
being abundantly met in the western world, so that their attention turns to self-actualisation and all the
diverse elements which may be involved, particularly anything related to quality of life. I assume in
fact that all of us are motivated in some degree to pursue the common good even if this involves some
personal sacrifice and effort beyond narrow self-interest. But any individual's perception of the common
good is not always widely shared.
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Probably some reservations about the first paradigm arise from observing people who operate entirely
on the basis of it, and whose values are limited to instrumental rather than aesthetic appreciation of
nature, or who espouse "a doctrine of freedom with the ethics squeezed out". If they depend on those
people for their physical welfare and comfort there is perhaps a guilt dimension as well. Many see the
environment as a factor of social critique and perhaps dissent, the latter taking the form of some degree
of simplified lifestyle.

Other writers see postmaterialism as the engine of environmentalism in countries such as Sweden and
Netherlands, while Japan and Norway stand out as having a more pragmatic conception of nature, with
greater reliance on technology in their approach to environmental quality. The result is clearly seen in
respective approaches to whaling - the Romantic tradition seeking bans, the rational, favouring
controlled harvest.

Another writer notes a propensity by a large part of the environmental movement to use the concept of
the 'environment'in a political and instrumental manner in order to talk about something else and to
evoke certain political attitudes. He suggests that it is a deliberate tactic rather than a straightforward
expression of values. For instance he sees Deep Ecology as a political theory based in faulty science and
pop psychology, rather than being an expression of environmental ethics, and he quotes advocates of it
who refer to its "metaphysical teachings".

There is no lack of writers who see green extremism as incorrigible and hostile to both democracy and
western civilisation, and "no company should underestimate the moral righteousness that motivates so
many in the [green] movement". But this is an aside.

Our challenge is to enable people to feel more positive about what they know to be practical
and necessary. Life becomes an unsatisfactory compromise if one lives in the real world but is
persuaded that ethical virtue lies in either the monk's cell or in tree hugging and coercive utopianism.

Ethically the two paradigms contrast mankind as steward (benign, but definitely over nature) and
mankind as the enemy of nature, leading to deep ecology or biocentrism in which the ecosystem rules
and where it is (wrongly) seen as epitomising balance and stability. `Ihe contrast extends to technology
being prima facie positive, with nature subordinate on the one hand, and nature (as ecosystems, not
individuals) paramount with technology generally suspect on the other. Any human disturbance of
nature, upsetting its stability or polluting it, is then morally wrong.

This leads one to question to what extent the following truisms (to us) are understood by those in the
middle ground, influenced by the deep green or biocentric paradigm:

the environment can be measured and understood scientifically
it is constantly changing on its own
it can and must be managed
management may be for nature conservation and/or other purposes
the environment can be rehabilitated when disturbed or degraded
it has recuperative capacity on its own in relation to some (much?) pollution
it has value with reference to human needs (including recreation and aesthetic)
it can and should be utilised economically
our living standards depend absolutely on that utilisation
mineral resources are much more abundant than commonly realised

• nuclear energy is the only large-scale technology widely available for generating electricity without
greenhouse gas emissions

• wastes from nuclear generation are contained and managed, not released to the environment
environmental management needs to be based on science, not folklore or ideology
science has been consistently abused in environmental debates
the above observations arise from observation and thoughtful reflection, not hubris.

While the two-paradigm model may help us discern where others are coming from, it needs to be said
that on certain issues, simple misrepresentation is often what we are immediately contending with.
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And moving finther afield, or downstream, fear plus folklore are the stock in trade of the anti-nuclear
activist. But the self-righteousness, the moral momentum and the disdain for civil society reveal the
underlying paradigm all too clearly.

3. FEAR, RISK AND RADIATION

Another major dimension of thinking about the two paradigms relates to fear of risk, particularly risk
which is imposed.

The word Chernobyl" is enough to rule all further thought or discussion superfluous for many people.
The fact that they themselves are actively and passively exposed to demonstrably greater risks than is
any member of the public from nuclear energy is beside the point.

Perhaps one key to getting to grips with the question is to focus on radiation. X-rays are accepted,
uranium tailings are not. Smoke detectors are OK in the home, but as low-level waste buried in a
remote part of one's own country they are not OK. Microwave ovens, a cheaply mass-produced
consumer item, are safe in our homes while radiation in other contexts, where no expense is spared on
safety, is not. Activist groups have got away with murder in purporting to quote (and actually
misquoting') ICRP that "there is no safe level of radiation", but I have yet to hear them assert with the
same logic that there is no safe level of air pollution or no safe level of caffeine or alcohol intake, though
these might equally be guidelines for public health.

People readily accept any level of risk associated with medical procedures using radiation, but are
intolerant of any risk from the same radiation in another, unfamiliar context. In nuclear medicine,
ICRP60 is a credible and conservative reassurance, but regarding nuclear power, it is an unjustified
licence to endanger people. Same science, different perception. To a large extent the question comes
down to trust. People trust doctors but when did they last meet a nuclear engineer? - or any engineer
in a context where they sought or knowingly relied on his or her services? So perhaps they default to
Homer Simpson.

A starting point may be NORM2, coupled with smoke detectors. A plutonium derivative (Am-241),
depending entirely on nuclear reactors, is not only a life-saver, its use is now compulsory. And as more
kitchens get granite bench tops, ...

4. PERCEPTION AND COMMUNICATION

What are the values which work against our industry?

Moral perceptions (tending to rule nuclear out of contention without further thought) include:
- Nuclear power is too dangerous
- The nuclear establishment is not trustworthy
- It is immoral to produce nuclear wastes and plutonium
- There is an inexorable link with weapons
- We ought to be able to rely on renewables
- Big is bad

Ethical perceptions ("OK, we need the electricity but...")
- Theenddoesn'tjustifythemeans

Where the moral positions are strongly held as part of the second paradigm discussed above, they are
impervious to reason or change, just as many of our own strong convictions are. But within the sphere
of influence of such people and ideas, the perceptions are often effectively unchallenged and
there is a great deal of scope to change them.

confusin- a conservative principle guiding radiation protection with a fact (or conclusion based on the clear weight of scientific
evidence).
2 Naturally-Occurnng Radioactive Materials.
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What about postmodernism. with its distinctive epistemology and outlook?

The nuclear industry is big (ie its main projects cost $ 1- 10 billion), involving long-term political and
economic commitment, highly technological, highly organised, relatively inscrutable and sometimes
even secretive, and inexorably reasonable in depending on hard scientific knowledge to deliver energy
outcomes for consumers. It is anchored to absolute values and is justified by what it delivers.

Thus it is the very antithesis of folksy, human/cottage scale, subjective-oriented, flexible, short-term
ways of rganisation (?) which value dissent and marginal voices for their own sake, sometimes with an
indifference to the distinction between fact and fiction, and where relativism reigns supreme.

We have to deal with:
feeling rather than truth
problematical distinction between fact and fiction
vibes not veracity
more concern with feeling comfortable about something than whether it makes sense
individual choice replacing the 'grand narrative'
no expectation of progress as a core social value
scepticism stronger than faith in the future
the savings book being replaced by the credit card
little commitment or acceptance of responsibility.

If these crude and perhaps extreme generalisations are accepted then the problem of developing any
major technological enterprise in a world where many political processes are under the influence of
postmodernism is clear, and we return to the two paradigms:

Our colleagues, conforming to a rational modernist view of the world, ask:
What is the best way to supply a lot of electricity? 3
at acceptable cost
at low risk
environmentally clean

Others in the developed world, who take for granted comfortable abundance and who have never known
serious shortage of anything, ask:

What makes me feel good? What ought to be true? but:
at acceptable cost
with no imposed risk
environmentally clean
minimum level of technology

Here the two mindsets or the two extremes of the paradigms contrast:
Rational, fact-based, logical, management, with:
Subjective, possibly even disconnected from logic and reality, romantic (emphasise what they think
should be and proceeding as if it were true), relativist.

This suggests a broad communications agenda which is designed to help people feel more comfortable
about what they know is practical and necessary. Of course it may achieve more than simply
addressing nuclear energy on its on. The problem is that much of the two paradigms problem goes
back to the educational philosophy and sometimes folklore in which students are immersed at school,
and tackling this is learly a starting point.

But more immediate lessons may be to:
identify with salient environmental concerns

NVEC's new study addresses three goals for energy: Availability - security of supply, Acceptability - on
environmental grounds, and Acessibility - by suitable pricing and policies.
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• talk the language of aesthetics and values
• articulate and display values other than economics and technology/technique
• talk up smoke detectors and NORM
• articulate ethical principles
• show how these are most effectively addressed from "our" side
• focus on simple but not simplistic messages.

So, what is our message?
• the world increasingly needs electricity
• nuclear energy is a sensible way to produce it on a large scale (GWd not kWh).
• Safety, waste and proliferation issues are managed more than adequately.
• nuclear is environmentally benign, notably regarding greenhouse concerns.
• sustainable development must involve nuclear energy.

5. SOME ETHICAL ASPECTS OF URANIUM MINING AND NUCLEAR ENERGY

Moving on from immediate problems of communication to the wider social context, nuclear energy
raises a number of quite proper ethical questions. Most are individually not unique to nuclear energy,
but coupled with cultural attitudes to technology and an association with atom bombs and the cold war,
they coalesce powerfully.

By ethical questions I mean more than simply personal opinions. Ethical views must be supported with
reasons, whereas biases and preferences need no justification. Furthermore, ethical views result in
action, or at least guide action and behaviour, so therefore require thought about the consequences of
that behaviour. I am prepared to argue that it is immoral not to consider properly the consequences of
policies and actions, and that particularly includes policies whose only real benefit is to make people
feel good about green ideals.

The following is an attempt to open up a range of issues to ethical scrutiny and discourse. It is based on
a conviction that we have nothing to hide nor fear from such scrutiny, but rather that it may erode
negative presuppositions.
(1) To what extent is a well-endowed country such as Australia morally obliged to provide resources

through trade to other countries? In particular: energy resources for electricity production?
(2) What priority should be given to enabling the provision of energy at realistic prices in a developed

country's economy? Or for developing countries?
(3) How important is sustainable development? How much should we strive to utilise co-products and

by-products? What preference should be given to utilising abundant rather than less abundant
energy resources? Those with no significant other uses rather than those which are versatile?
Those with least environmental impact due to wastes?

(4) How does our generation minimise any burden or imposition on future generations, arising from
our activities? How do we maximise the benefits passed on to our grandchildren?

(5) What priority should be given to minimising pollution, greenhouse gas emissions and land
clearance (albeit temporary) for mines? How is environmental stewardship in a broad sense best
exercised?

(6) How important is job creation in a particular country (assuming it is in legal and proper
enterprises)?

(7) To what extent is development of remote areas important in countries such as Australia? How can
this be coupled with improved environmental management in those areas?

(8) What are legitimate expectations regarding the safety of industrial processes, for workers and the
general public? How is safety reasonably maximised. in energy production? How is harm from
radiation avoided? How is fear of low-level radiation avoided or dealt with?

(9) If nuclear energy is intended for electricity and not weapons, how is any contribution to weapons
proliferation avoided? Now and for the future? How is the legacy of the Cold War, in weapons
stockpiles etc, best removed?

(10) How is respect for democracy and the better functioning of democracy fostered through addressing
energy issues? hat are the civil implications of various energy options in terms of concentration
of power, civil liberties, authoritarian systems?
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(I 1) What are the implications for Aboriginal or traditional land and mineral rights of mining, export
and use of different fuels? How are rights and responsibilities defined? Who actually has relevant
rights, and how are these balanced?

(12) How is rational debate about energy issues facilitated while avoiding misrepresentation and
ensuring wide access to relevant facts?

The above points might form a useful discussion agenda with those who classify sharemarket
investments into categories, purporting to identify whether they are "ethical' or not. They are not
exhaustive.

Some points, notably 1-5, would be useable in public discourse, advocacy advertising, etc. In fact
arguably they should be the core of advocacy for the industry. Point 4 about future generations was
usefully elaborated in a recent NEA Newsletter #1/99). What is set out there would form a useful
agenda for discussion with government and public interest groups on the question of high-level waste
disposal. The NEA points would not appear to be contentious, and would help to expose and isolate the
ideologues for whom opposition to nuclear energy is more important than dealing properly with wastes.
These therefore assert that indefinite surface storage of wastes under supervision is preferable to
geological disposal, since progressing such waste disposal would simply give encouragement to
continued use and expansion of nuclear energy.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In order to tune in to the values of our target audiences we need to become capable of discourse in areas
which have not been the traditional practical and technocratic ground of the industry. Tis is in order
to challenge the quite unjustified grabbing of moral authority by the industry's detractors in relation to
those target audiences.
- What assumptions are we making about our hearers and their motivation?
- Have we sufficiently been addressing questions of value, purpose and meanine.
- Have we even been making the most of arguments about environmental quality?
- How do we grapple with the question of risk, especially its outrage component?
- Can we occupy, carefully and not too assertively, some of the moral high ground?

As I said in PIME paper three years ago, The notion of a sense of stewardship of the earth and its
resources is one which seems to me to have much more potential than we have yet utilised. This may be
.... based on the sense of responsibility to future generations, as in the Brundtland Report and the
ongoing ethic of sustainable development. It will, or should, result in a measure of humility in the
application of technology, and also in the elevation of ethical considerations.

"Questions of sustainable development, conservation, as well as values, purpose and moral perspective,
can all be encompassed in the area of ethics. It is vital that people in the nuclear industry are able to
engage competently in ethical discourse. We are kidding ourselves if we think that we can counter
moral stances simply with practical arguments, perhaps it is ultimately even counterproductive.

"Our messages need to be congruent with higher order items on Maslow's hierarchy and/or with the
broader liberal concerns of prosperous, content societies. Most people in Western societies donft want to
hear that they need nuclear energy for secure electricity supplies. They have grown up to assume that
electricity will. always be provided somehow. hether or not they are correct in tis assumption, their
felt concerns are altogether different."

If we understand the public perceptions of nuclear energy better, we can communicate better, and that
is a task for ail of us.

Public perceptions have deep roots and are formed from impressions more than facts. But with
reference to the two paradigms, people's actual values are arguably shown by their behaviour more
than their words. How do we persuade those living in the modern world but idealising some greener
vision that there is both virtue and good sense in sustainable development which in practical terms
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delivers more environmental benefits than countercultural alternatives? How do we help people feel
more positive about what they know to be practical and necessary

We need to recognise, debate and communicate values (without preaching or hectoring). Idealism and
altruism can be practical and consistent with the efficient provision of all people's needs.

The nuclear industry, including uranium mining, should be able to withstand intense ethical scrutiny
without the need to be defensive, and that is the basis upon which we can address the middle ground in
our communication.

Should we also write and subscribe to an ethical code of some kind beyond those relating to safeguards
etc which are already imposed?

NB. This is a condensed version of a fuller paper which is available from the author. Ted Mole of WEC
has greatly asszsted in its writing.
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